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Summary

This TM focuses on the topic of Vanishing Twin Syndrome, especially the psy-
chological effects it leaves on the womb twin survivors. I decided to confront
this subject by writing a story of my own. My main character Kathleen starts
writing in a journal to cope with her turmoil of emotions after finding out, a
short time before her eighteenth birthday, that she most probably had shared
her mother’s womb with a twin. Her twin vanished in the womb early on dur-
ing the pregnancy because of a condition called the Vanishing Twin Syn-
drome. Although she had been oblivious to the loss of a potential sibling all
her life, she had always been affected by effects typical for a womb twin sur-
vivor.

She uses a journal to deal with the shock of hearing about her lost twin. This
grief journal shows the evolution and growth of my character as she writes
down her thoughts and feelings all throughout her process of eventual heal-
ing. I show that writing this journal is a coping mechanism for her, a way to
deal with this new existence as a survivor. These multiple diary entries then un-
derline the evolution of my character.
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Introduction

In this TM I write about the psychological effects the loss of a twin can have
on the survivor. In my work and my story, I narrow that topic down to the early
loss of a twin embryo in the womb.

I researched the topic of twins in general, something I’ve always been fasci-
nated about. I  was playing with the idea of writing a story about twins for
quite a while and when I came across the Vanishing Twin Syndrome during
my research, I knew I had found the theme close to my heart.

In the theoretical part, I introduce the Vanishing Twin Syndrome and the ef-
fects it can have on the surviving twin while in my story I combine my theoreti -
cal knowledge, the individual stories people shared with me via an inquiry
that I posted online on a Facebook support group and my own personal ex-
perience.

C.H. 1st November 2020
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Vanishing Twin Syndrome

Vanishing Twin Syndrome is a type of miscarriage when one of the two or
more embryos disappear early on in the pregnancy. This condition is usually
only diagnosed if more than one fertilised egg or embryo is identified in the
uterus on an early ultrasound then at one check-up later in the pregnancy,
one of them can’t be detected anymore. Although there are sometimes no
symptoms at all, i.e. one embryo gets absorbed without a trace or sign, the
most common symptoms of vanishing twin syndrome are heavy cramping,
spotting  or  outright  bleeding  and  significantly  decreasing  pregnancy  hor-
mone levels (hCG). Some cases of vanishing twin syndrome occur before the
first  ultrasound appointment  which means  that  a lot  of  cases,  like with  so
many miscarriages in the first trimester, remain unknown to doctors or parents.
We also have to keep in mind that the availability of high definition pictures
from of ultrasounds is relatively new so we have only recently realised how
common vanishing twins might be. It is thought, and there are studies that
lead to the claim that this happens in about 20 to 30 percent of multiple preg-
nancies. In other words, we estimate that one in ten people is a womb twin
survivor.

For some mothers, vanishing twin syndrome can be confusing because even
though they lose an embryo, the pregnancy usually continues normally with
each ultrasound appointment showing a growing baby with a loud encour-
aging heartbeat.  This  is  probably why for  some parents  the loss  is  hard to
grasp and stays abstract. The continuous pregnancy is real, the new baby
very much anticipated. They don’t have a notion of loss as the mother gives
birth to a full-term baby in the end. In other cases, suffering from the loss of
one of the twins can be very traumatic for them and cause feelings of grief
and guilt. Parents react to it differently depending on how “tangible” the loss
becomes, for example, miscarriage symptoms accompanied by emotions like
fear of losing the pregnancy. They might also be affected by society’s expec-
tation of them being happy parents of a healthy baby, there is still little knowl-
edge and acceptance of grief for a vanished child. What a lot of people
don’t  know is  that  the  baby that  continues  to  develop  and  survives,  the
womb twin survivor, can also be affected by the loss of its sibling and defi-
nitely is in most cases.

Twins share a special and unique bond before they even leave the womb,
each other’s heartbeat belongs to one of the first sounds they hear, so when
one of them disappears it  only makes sense that  the remaining one is  af-
fected by it. The womb twin survivors are left with some trauma from losing
their twin in the womb, even if they have no conscious memories and might
never know about them being a survivor. Some possible symptoms and ef-
fects on the survivor are:

• Fear of rejection and abandonment issues
• Feeling empty or like something is missing 
• Feeling guilty to be alive
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• Deep grief
• A constant search for something or someone without knowing what it is
• Feeling unable to cope with life
• Depression or other mental illnesses
• Having two sides to your character
• Always feeling lonely, etc.
• Mild gender dysphoria

People who spent  more time in the womb with their  twin,  will  suffer  more
deeply from the loss of their other half than those who only spent little time
with them. Each womb twin survivor copes with this loss differently or not at all
depending on their degree of suffering and need to heal.

C.H. 1st November 2020
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Why I chose this as a TM

When I first started thinking of what I wanted to do for my TM, I immediately
knew I wanted to do some creative writing. I  have always enjoyed writing
and have gotten quite good at writing stories over the years. I have a very
vivid imagination, so making up stories is often very easy for me. What I strug-
gled with a bit more, was finding the subject matter. I wanted this story to
treat an interesting topic and not be simple or even boring. Quite early I knew
that I wanted to explore a topic with a psychological aspect, so I spent a lot
of time brainstorming with my mother trying to find the perfect subject.

After some thought, we concluded that the vanishing twin syndrome should
be the subject  matter  of  my story.  This  syndrome is  not  commonly  talked
about so I knew this would be an original topic to base my story on and it
would give me the opportunity to create an interesting story as well as de-
velop a complex character which motivated me.

Another reason that led me to make this decision is that this matter holds the
perfect balance between personal experience and general interest for me. A
few years ago, my mom and I talked about me possibly being a womb twin
survivor. I always wanted to have a twin. When I was little, I used to incorpo-
rate twins in every game I played, no matter if I was running around in the
garden, playing with barbies or other toys, I always wanted to play twins. I
also loved to see myself with “another me”. I would stare in the mirror some-
times and wonder what it would be like if I was actually looking at someone
and not at myself. When I had my first smartphone and I discovered editing
apps, I loved using the “twin filter” or the “mirror filter” which would show my
appearance twice on a picture. I thought it was fun to see myself with a twin
and would make up scenarios about the two twins on the picture. Aspects
like these made a bit more sense after I had the conversation with my mom.
She mentioned she had experienced cramping and bleeding at the end of
her first trimester with me. She thought she was experiencing a miscarriage
again but, when she went to her doctor, he confirmed everything to be fine.
It was probably too early to detect two heartbeats so they couldn’t know if
the bleeding was because of the loss of an embryo or something else. The
mere possibility of it being a lost embryo was one of many possible reasons for
miscarriage symptoms, quickly forgotten with my strong reassuring heartbeat.
There are no twins in our family, only my twin obsession made my mum recall
that possibility. My mom and I concluded that there is a chance that I might
have had a twin in the womb, but we don’t and will never know for sure. I
also never called myself a womb twin survivor and probably never will. If the
topic comes up, I always say I could have been one but don’t ever say any-
thing in a definitive way. The reason I don’t call myself one is because I don’t
feel the need to. If I truly am one, then I am certainly not as affected as others
are, like my fictional character is. Being a womb twin survivor would certainly
explain some of my, mostly past, behaviour but I wouldn’t blame it for any of
pain or struggles I go or went through. For others, this explains the hard times
they go through but that certainly isn’t the case for me. This assured me that
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this was a good topic for my creative work because I can relate to some as-
pects to a certain extent and am truly interested in the vanishing twin syn-
drome. However, since I have never created a link between the syndrome
and me, it isn’t too personal either. It allows me not to be too emotionally in-
vested while still being able to genuinely feel for the people who are actually
affected by it.

C.H. 1st November 2020
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Process and justification of my writing

My finished product is quite different from my initial idea.

My main character, Kathleen, was originally supposed to be around thirteen
to  fifteen but  later  on I  pushed it  to  eighteen as  I  wanted her  to  be old
enough for  her  mature thoughts.  I  also changed it  because I  thought the
story, I created was more appropriate to an eighteen-year-old than a young
teenager. This decision was made after I read the answers to a survey I made
and shared on a Facebook support group for people affected by the Vanish-
ing Twin Syndrome. Talking to real people who had gone through this helped
me create my character in a more realistic way. Their answers not only made
me realise my character should be older but also helped me decide which
symptoms or psychological effects I should use in my story since there are too
many to mention them all. At the beginning, I wanted my story to be a collec-
tion of letters my character writes to her vanished twin. After I had started writ-
ing, I changed the format. The story is now told through Kathleen’s diary en-
tries that are written in a way, so the reader understands that it’s as if her lost
twin is reading over her shoulder as she writes down her thoughts. A letter, you
write for someone, whilst a diary entry, you write for yourself. There isn’t a big
difference,  especially  since she still  uses  the second-person singular,  but  it
makes it more personal. She writes for herself and not for her twin. Although
it’s only a slight change, I thought it was necessary and made the story better.

An addition to the structure that came along the way was that I decided to
base it on the five stages of grief. Indeed, my character goes through denial,
anger,  depression  and  then  acceptance.  Bargaining  is  present  here  and
there but isn’t a part of its own. Basing the structure of her diary on the five
stages helped me keep my story from being messy. Without this structure I
probably wouldn’t  have known in  what  order  to write the entries  and my
character would have jumped from one stage to another too many times.
This way it also assured me that I’d be able to write enough but not make it
too long either. I could have written on and on, but this structure made it eas-
ier to come to a well written end.

Once these changes and the structure were in place, writing became much
easier.  I  had a precise plan to follow so I  always knew what to write and
didn’t get into it blindly. Most of my writing was done in the presence of my
best friend. We would hang out to work on our own TM and motivate each
other. It also allowed me to always have someone I could ask for their opinion
on something which was always a plus when I had doubts about my writing
which definitely helped. Writing was much easier than what I had expected.
Once I sat down to write I could write for hours without experiencing writer’s
block, which was probably because I had taken a lot of time planning every-
thing before starting. I started writing pretty late but if I had to do it again, I
wouldn’t change it. The fact that I carefully took my time to think, do my re-
search and plan beforehand created a better outcome than if I would have
rushed into it.

C.H. 1st November 2020
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Why a Grief journal

My combination of a diary and the stages of grief create what we call a Grief
Journal. For a lot of people keeping a diary when they’ve lost someone is a
common coping mechanism. I  knew presenting my story under this format
would be more interesting than if I wrote it differently.

Writing it as a journal not only made it much easier to do time skips, while not
leaving the reader confused or feeling like something is missing. A Grief Jour-
nal also allowed me to show the reader a direct insight into what goes on in
my character’s thoughts. When reading the journal entries, we get to read
Kathleen’s raw thoughts and feelings. Some entries are more developed and
thought out while others are shorter and spontaneous.

A grief journal was better than any other literature genre in my opinion be-
cause my main character controlled the story.  Kathleen decides what she
shares with the reader and what she doesn’t. She says “I feel like I’m drowning
in a huge black ocean, no one hearing my cries for help and I don’t have the
strength to swim back up to the surface” yet we don’t know what happened
that day, what reinforced the feeling of drowning and wanting to give up
that day, what made her want to write that down, etc. but it isn’t necessary
to  know  the  answers  to  those  questions  to  understand  what  she’s  going
through. We understand the important part, which is that the character is suf-
fering. She felt like writing down her feelings without sharing the events of her
day. She’s not only the narrator but also perceived as the writer too. If I had
written  a  short  story,  for  example,  her  emotions  wouldn’t  have  been pre-
sented in such a raw nor straightforward way and it wouldn’t seem as if she’s
telling us her thoughts directly. The story revolves solely around my character
and her emotions.

A Grief journal was the perfect way to reflect Kathleen’s feelings and show
that writing became a coping mechanism for her.  Kathleen uses her Grief
Journal to cope with her emotions after finding out about her twin. Moreover,
while reading, we notice that she evolves all throughout the story. In the end,
it is clear that she isn’t the same person she was at the beginning of the book.
She has grown as a person and in the end has come to peace with herself
and the situation. We notice that as we approach the end, she doesn’t feel
the need to write as much or as often as she did before. She writes less and
less because she gets better.

A journal also allowed me to show that, although we reach an end, Kath-
leen’s story doesn’t. The last diary entry we get to read isn’t the last one she’ll
ever write. The story comes to an end for us because she has come to a point
where she isn’t  grieving anymore. She doesn’t  feel  the need to constantly
write in a Grief Journal anymore and will from then on write only from time to
time when the need comes again. I’m very happy I chose to write my story
this way because another genre wouldn’t have done my character’s story
and feelings justice.

C.H. 1st November 2020
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Narrative structure

Although my story is presented as a Grief journal, it follows a clear narrative
structure.

My story starts with Kathleen’s birthday. We learn her name and get to know
her entourage. We meet her parents, her brothers Josh and Mike, her sister-in-
law and her grandmother.  This entry clearly sets the scene, the characters
and presents the primary conflict. While reading the part where she blows the
candles out, we understand there is a problem but don’t necessarily know ex-
actly what is going on yet until the rising action.

On the 25th of February, Kathleen writes “On hearing that my brother’s wife is
pregnant with twins, Mom casually mentioned that I could have been one.”
Kathleen  writes  about  the  event  that  happened before  her  birthday,  the
event that triggered everything. At this point in the story we are able to grasp
the main character’s problem.

With each entry that follows, the story builds and the reader is fully exposed to
the character’s struggles. An interesting scene to mention would be the mirror
scene. It starts peacefully as she’s looking at her twin - but of course, we know
that it’s in fact herself she describes. Not only does this scene make it easier
for us to have an image of her, but it also shows how deeply she is suffering
mentally to the point of physically hurting herself. Her life becomes more and
more complicated for her to deal with every day.

My story reaches its climax at the end of the diary entry of the 15th of August.
On that day, Kathleen describes a nightmare she’s had many times before
when she was younger. She finishes her text with the sentence: “You were al-
ways present in me; I just didn’t know it”. This is an evident turning point in the
story. Her twin was an absence, manifested in a feeling of emptiness, till then.
Even though she will then fall more deeply into depression before getting bet-
ter, it’s her first step to acceptance.

Falling action is represented in the scene where her brother Mike helps her out
after her having a panic attack. From then on, she slowly gets better and also
less and less feels the need to write. She mentions how going to therapy and
to the support group has helped her a lot, how Alex made her realise she
shouldn’t let her twin become a negative aspect of her life how she doesn’t
feel the need to write down as much as before because she is healing.

The resolution of the story is the last two diary entries. In the second to last
one, she writes “I don’t want you to be something negative anymore. You
were never supposed to be in the first place so from now on I’ll make sure you
won’t be that anymore. I’ll embrace you and our bond”. Kathleen has finally
accepted things as they are. At the end of the story, she finally feels “warm,
untroubled, happy, and complete”. She isn’t the same person she was at the
beginning because throughout the story she grew as a person and in the end
healed.

C.H. 1st November 2020
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By means of this narrative structure I  managed to make my character not
only come to life but show its evolution as well. It made the story easy to fol-
low and gave the reader a moment to take a break from all of Kathleen’s
overwhelming intense emotions. It also brought sense to the journal since real
people’s diaries are usually just one random diary entry after the other.

C.H. 1st November 2020
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Conclusion

Now that I’ve reached the end, I  am more than satisfied with my finished
product.

I  have never written a story as a journal before nor had I  made it  revolve
around such a thorough holistic topic. It motivated me and scared me at the
same time. I was often scared of failing and sometimes doubted myself and
my ability to write but I am happy to be able to say that I am proud of what I
accomplished. I have not only gotten to know more about my own capaci-
ties but also about the syndrome. Obviously, since I had heard of it before, I
knew quite a few things about it, but once I started to do my research for this
story, I learnt so many new things.

Before I did my research, I definitely underestimated the impact the vanishing
twin syndrome has  on the survivor’s  life  and well-being.  I  never  thought  it
could explain so many aspects of why a person is the way they are, but it
does.  I also related to things I never even linked with me possibly losing a
twin, so I got more and more intrigued.

Learning so many things about the syndrome, the survivors and myself, makes
me happy to have chosen this as my subject for my TM, because of the per-
sonal growth it stimulated, as well as wondering if I might actually be a twin
survivor.

C.H. 1st November 2020



To a lost soul 

21.02.2018 

I  felt  weird when I  woke up today. I  didn’t  quite know why but I  had this
strange  knot  in  my  stomach.  Nonetheless,  everything  seemed  fine  to  me
when I walked down the stairs. Just like every other year I got greeted by loud
cheers from my family as soon as I walked into the dining room. The dining
room was decorated with big pink and purple balloons surrounding a big
banner that read “Happy Birthday Kathleen”. On the table I spotted a big
bouquet of pink roses and a few presents wrapped in purple wrapping paper.
Mom, Dad and Mike had obviously put a lot of thought into the preparations
as everything in the room was colour themed. It  was all  very beautiful but
what really caught my eye were Mom’s famous chocolate chips pancakes.
Mom only makes them for special occasions and my birthday was definitely
one of them.

In the evening guests started to arrive, Josh and his wife were the first followed
by Grandma. She hadn’t even made it through the door before she started
attacking me with kisses, telling me once again how much I’ve grown. Not
long after, the living room was filled with my entire family watching me open
all my presents. I got spoiled this year. Josh insisted that it was normal to get
treated like a princess on your eighteenth birthday, mentioning that Mom and
Dad had done the same for him. I was just telling everyone how grateful I was
for  everything when Mike dimmed the lights  and Mom walked in with the
cake. She placed it in front of me and everyone started singing. Dad’s off-key
singing made all of us giggle. Mom hectically pulled out her phone to snap a
few pictures while the candles were still lit. Soon enough, the song finished,
and it was time for me to blow out the eighteen little candles. I took a big
breath in but paused for a second keeping me from exhaling. I realised why I
felt weird. An image of two identical girls blowing out the candles came to
me… This was the first birthday since I found out about you… I didn’t get to
think about it too long before Josh got me out of my trance, lightly hitting the
side of my arm, urging me to blow the candles out. I did just that and my
guests started clapping. I quickly smiled so no one would ask questions, but
this weird feeling didn’t leave me. I kept forcing a smile on my face until the
very last guest was out the door. I then turned to my Mom and Dad thanking
them for the evening and told them I would be heading to bed. I stopped by
Mike’s room on my way up to wish him a good night as well before getting
ready for bed and finally lying down.

However, I still can’t seem to fall asleep. The image of us two blowing out the
candles  together is  still  haunting me. We had huge grins  plastered on our
faces while the people around us were clapping and wishing us a happy
birthday for the hundredth time. It looked like a happy scene taken out of a
movie. When I compare our big, genuine, happy smiles to my actual reaction
after I blew them out, I can’t stop wondering if I actually could have smiled
like that if I wasn’t by myself.
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22.02.2018

How do you write to someone that doesn’t exist? How can I write to you? You
who never got to see the light of day.

My birthday has never been a big deal for me but now that I know I was sup-
posed to share this precious moment with someone else, it feels utterly mean-
ingless. We both would have turned eighteen yesterday, yet only I did. We
were supposed to share this special day. It should have been our birthday,
not just mine. But you never got to celebrate a single one. You didn’t even
get to live a single day. It’s so unfair.

I didn’t know about you until a few weeks ago, yet you’ve always been a
part of me. I now realise that you have been in my life in many different ways.
When I was little, you were my imaginary friend. I would always tell Mom and
Dad about my “sister”. They, of course, knew I was too young to understand
that the sister I was imagining was my vanished twin sister. Then, I grew up and
you became this emptiness inside me.

I always felt like a part of me was missing, like I was incomplete. Turns out, you
were that missing part.

23.02.2018

Did you even exist? Will I ever know?

24.02.2018

There is something I don’t understand. How come I feel this deeply pained
and affected by the discovery of your existence? I understand that a twin’s
bond is very strong and is already established in the womb but how can I be
affected by it if you’re not here to share it with me?

25.02.2018

On a Sunday a few weeks ago, Josh and Bethany visited us after we sug-
gested they come over for dinner. Mom and Dad had prepared a delicious
meal while Mike and I had been in charge of going to the bakery around the
block to buy dessert.  I  handed everyone a plate of the delicious pastries.
Bethany kindly turned down the glass of champagne Dad was offering her,
“She can’t drink” Josh told us with a huge grin on his face. We all looked at
each other, confusion written on our faces before they proudly announced
they were having not only one but two baby girls. We were overflowing with
joy after hearing the good news! We all congratulated them and asked them
to tell us more. On hearing that my brother’s wife is pregnant with twins, Mom
casually mentioned that I could have been one. The room suddenly became
quiet. Had I heard that correctly? Everybody was looking at me, proving I had
indeed not misunderstood what she said. After a short moment of silence, I
asked Mom what she meant by “I could have had a twin sister”. She simply
repeated that it was very likely she lost one of the maybe two babies in the
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womb and told me we’d talk about it another time not wanting to get too
deep into the subject when we were all  supposed to celebrate Bethany’s
pregnancy. I tried my best to put on a smile and to forget the matter, just for
the evening at least, but I couldn’t properly concentrate on anything else but
the knowledge of…you. Mom had never mentioned you, never in all these
years but suddenly drops this bomb on me, as if it were nothing. But isn’t it
something?

The earliest you’re able to find out whether you’re carrying twins is between
10 and 14 weeks. Before that, it is hard to tell on an ultrasound how many em-
bryos there are. Mom experienced spotting which turned into heavier bleed-
ing and cramping early on in her pregnancy. Therefore, she got an early ultra-
sound, but the doctors told her the baby seemed fine. Mom only found out
later she was likely to be in a kind of denial about her miscarriage but never
felt the need to tell me. She thought it wasn’t necessary, that it wouldn’t af-
fect me later in life and that it wasn’t important as there is no evident proof of
your existence. The early threat of a miscarriage was forgotten by holding a
living healthy baby, me, in her arms.

Yet, now that we have talked about it, she’s nearly certain that I really did
lose my twin. Maybe she’s wrong, maybe you didn’t exist. But then why did
this discovery affect me so much? One person in 10 is a womb twin survivor.
What if I am that one person? It would explain so many aspects of myself that
I’ve tried to understand and figure out for so long. However, what if I’m just
looking for something to blame these aspects on?

I’ve tried to convince myself that something else must be missing and that
you couldn’t be the reason I feel incomplete. But what if you are? Is that even
possible? Doesn’t it make sense?

The scene on Sunday won’t stop replaying and all the questions it brought still
linger in my head. I thought maybe writing it down would make it easier to un-
derstand but now that I have, I still feel just as lost.

04.03.2018

Unconsciously, I’ve always known about your existence. When I was a child,
you were present as my imaginary friend. Except you were real for me. I told
everyone about Momo. Momo, that’s what I called you. I would tell Mom and
Dad about our adventures in the forest or in the backyard. I’d spend hours
with you, certain you were a real person. Our parents knew you were just a
figment of my imagination and had to teach me not to set an extra plate on
the table or not to insist our brother leaves some space for you on the couch. I
tried convincing them otherwise multiple times, certain you were simply invisi-
ble and unable to touch anything.

As time passed, I saw Momo less and less until she was completely gone. Your
presence as a reassuring friend disappeared and instead, you resurfaced as
an empty space I felt the need to fill. The missing part had to be a person. I
spent middle school latching on to different girls. I thought they would fill the
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emptiness I felt inside me, and that all I needed was a best friend to complete
me. I tried my best to keep them around me, and formed unhealthy attach-
ments to them, caring more about their wants and needs than my own. I did
everything I could to make them remain my friends, not wanting to lose any
of them. One friend, or I guess ex-friend, took advantage of this bad habit of
mine, Emily, she was perfect. We looked very alike, her blond hair was a bit
ashier than mine and her features were a lot sharper than mine but neverthe-
less we still thought we were very similar. Therefore, I was very fond of her. I
absolutely wanted to be her best friend and when she gave me that chance,
I wanted to make sure she’d never feel the need to replace me. She noticed
how desperate I  was to keep her as a friend and used it  against me. She
would tell me to do things, threatening not to be my friend anymore, if I didn’t
do them. The things she asked me to do were dares like throwing a paper at
the popular boy in class or spill the content of someone’s pencil case on the
floor. I didn’t want to, but I still did them. On other days she’d randomly tell
me our friendship was over only to tell  me the next  morning she’d be my
friend again. She knew very well I would go home and cry all evening when
she did this but to her it was a fun little game. She found playing with my emo-
tions amusing as she knew I’d always end up wanting her back no matter
what. Looking back, I feel so stupid for letting her control me like that. Thank-
fully,  my friend Maddison noticed this very vividly toxic friendship and con-
vinced me to cut ties with Emily. It took a lot of convincing, but I did end up
severing all ties with her. Maddison’s friend group accepted me with open
arms which made me feel a bit better already and, in the end, they became
very good friends of mine. I  ended up having multiple good friends, but it
never fully filled the empty space. Sure, having them made me happy, but I
was never satisfied.

Sometimes, they would move away, sometimes I  would. When I was sepa-
rated from one of them, I had a hard time dealing with it. I still remember the
day Luna moved away. She had been my neighbour and friend for 5 years so
you can imagine how emotional I got when I stood in the driveway watching
her help her dad put her last few boxes into the car. She then slammed the
trunk shut before turning to me. She put on her best smile and engulfed me in
our last big hug. We stayed like that for what felt like a full minute before she
pulled away. “I’m going to miss you” she said to me before we parted ways.
Her dad started the car and drove away. She looked out the window waving
goodbye to me. I put up my hand to wave back, trying my best to hide the
pain I was feeling with a smile whilst I watched her figure slowly disappear in
the horizon.  It felt like I was back at square one. I considered her a sister.  I
thought if we hadn’t parted ways, perhaps I would have finally felt whole. But
I  know now that  it  wouldn’t  have changed anything,  my loneliness  didn’t
come from a lack of friends, because I had quite enough of them.

Over time, a feeling of hopelessness overtook me. I wouldn’t ’t let anyone get
close to me anymore and found it difficult to open up to people. I would self-
sabotage any chance of a new friendship as I knew they could never make
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me feel whole. I often felt alone, even when surrounded by people, and I still
do to this day.

15.03.2018

I feel so lost. No matter how hard I try not to think about you, I fail each time.
You are constantly on my mind.

02.04.2018

Why you? Why me? What did we do to deserve this? Why didn’t you get a
chance at life? I truly don’t know but I am so furious. You deserved a life! I de-
served a twin sister! But all I got was this emptiness and anger inside me.

I was in a store when two girls walked into the dressing room, giggling about
trying on matching outfits. Once I laid my eyes on them, it was evident they
were twins.  It  felt  like seeing double.  They both had the exact same short
black  hair,  the same big bright  eyes,  the same body,  everything was the
same. They even had the same laugh! I felt like looking at the exact same
person twice. I had never seen two people this similar yet alone be this close.
They seemed perfect, too perfect if you ask me. I didn’t expect it to make my
blood boil, but it did. Why did they get what I was supposed to have? I want
and have always wanted such a bond with somebody I would consider a
part of me. But I’ll never get that, I’ll never have my other half. My other half is
gone, gone before our life together even started. Heck, you never even had
a life! We were supposed to be two, but no, it’s just me. No one seems to un-
derstand how much this affects me. They say “why are you like this, you never
even knew her”. Yeah, I never knew you, but I am too familiar with the empti-
ness you left behind. Some part of me obviously remembers a moment of two
hearts beating together.

06.04.2018

You left me! You left me all alone. I can’t cope with this.

11.04.2018

If you hadn’t disappeared, I wouldn’t be feeling like this right now. You are
the cause of my pain! No one will ever be able to replace the part of myself
you took with you. I will forever remain incomplete. 

16.04.2018

Why did you leave me? What could have been done to save you? 

18.04.2018

Whose fault is it? There must be someone to blame for your disappearance! 

Should Mom have been more careful during the pregnancy? Maybe then
you would be alive and next to me right now. If only she had gotten medical
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attention sooner. Were the doctors not competent enough? Mom and Dad
could possibly have gone to another hospital! A hospital with better doctors
that would have detected a problem! One that would have found a way to
save you! 

Is that even possible? Would you not have survived anyway?

I want answers to all my questions! Yet I can’t seem to find a single one…

03.05.2018

I have always loved seeing my reflection. No matter if it was in a mirror, a win-
dow, the water or so on, it always felt so right. It made sense to see another
me, someone identical to me. I recently found myself staring at the mirror for
what seemed like forever. It felt like you were staring back. Your long hair was
flowing with the occasional breeze because of the open window causing a
few strands to sometimes fall on your face. Nonetheless I still could make out
all your features perfectly. Your lips were curved in a soft smile which made
your cheeks appear a bit fuller and your nose slightly scrunched. But what
stood out the most were your big blue eyes. I could stare at them for hours.
They showed nothing but love and comfort. This is how life should be. Me and
you. Together. You raised your hand, reaching out for me. Wanting to feel
your warmth, I placed my hand on yours, but you were cold, too cold.

I knew I’d never have this. You’d never stare back at me; it would forever re-
main just my reflection. I would stay alone. You would never be with me.

I screamed out loud and hit my fist against the cold reflecting surface, shat-
tering the mirror. I didn’t’t care about my throbbing bleeding knuckles. My in-
ner pain was so much more excruciating. The person in the mirror wasn’t you.
The calm, reassuring person I was staring at before was gone. Your soft eyes
were replaced with my bloodshot eyes and your soft smile had disappeared.
Tears were streaming down my cheeks, you were gone. I hit the mirror again
and again until it was completely in pieces. I didn’t want to see myself any-
more. Mom came running into my room and enfolded me in a strong em-
brace while I screamed and sobbed. She obviously thought I had gone crazy
and even after we’d talked it out, she still doesn’t understand why this affects
me so much. Am I crazy? Should I not be affected by this? I can’t help it! It
pains me to know that the reason I feel the way I do is because of you! It’s
devastating to miss someone you’ve never known.

17.05.2018

No one understands me or my pain. People think it’s cool I was a twin, but
they have no idea of what is behind it, they don’t really care either. It doesn’t
matter to them if I’m struggling with this loss, they can’t comprehend it. They
can’t see how incapable I am of feeling like an authentic self because a part
of me is missing.
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22.05.2018

If we hadn’t been twins but just sisters, would you have made it? What if you
solely didn’t survive because we were two in the womb? Would you still be
alive if I had been the one that vanished? Am I the reason you didn’t make
it? Perhaps it should have been me. I should have been the one to disappear,
not you. I feel like I don’t deserve to be alive. I should have vanished. I feel like
I don’t belong and shouldn’t be here. Not without you at least…

27.05.2018

I want to scream at someone, tell them it’s all their fault, yell in their faces that
they are the ones to blame. But I don’t know who to blame. We were both in
the womb. You vanished early  on.  Nobody could have done anything to
save you, and it angers me. Your chance at life got taken away before you
really got it and there isn’t anybody, I can hold accountable.

05.06.2018

I sometimes happen to see twins when I am out and about, and it gets me
thinking. How different would my life have been if things hadn’t turned out this
way? I like to think about the life we would have together. I imagine us as in-
separable. You’d be my sister and best friend at the same time. We’d share
and do everything together. We’d walk to school hand in hand. Maybe we
would even prank the teachers and switch classes just like they do in movies.
Making up a life with you is so much fun. But then I remind myself, I’ll never
know what a life with you would have actually been like. Would we even be
close? I always wanted a twin because I thought we’d be best friends from
birth. But what if we didn’t even like each other? I’ll never know, but I guess it
makes  me wonder.  Would we dress  the same way? Would we fancy the
same things? Would we have the same group of friends? What if we were po-
lar opposites? All these questions won’t ever leave my mind and I know I’ll
never get the answers.

16.06.2018

My friends suggested we go eat at our local diner after watching a movie,
but I really don’t feel like it. I told them I was sick and couldn’t make it tonight.
That was obviously a lie, I  haven’t done anything the whole day. I tried to
convince myself to go for a run or at least a walk but I ended up staying in
bed sleeping and listening to music all day, only leaving it to go to the bath-
room. I didn’t even eat anything today! It’s fine, I’m not hungry anyway.

I’ve been doing that a lot lately, cancelling plans, finding excuses for why I
can’t join them. It is starting to get difficult. I’m running out of ideas.

Am I a bad person for not wanting to go out with my own friends? Is it bad
that I’m lying to them? Maybe… but I have to. I can’t just tell them I’m not
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coming simply because I don’t want to leave the comfort of my bed. They’d
get mad if they knew I’d rather stay at home and do nothing than spend the
night with them, right? It’s better if I lie. If I tell them the truth, they’ll think they
are the reason I don’t want to go out. They aren’t. I just don’t feel like doing
anything at all, doesn’t matter where or with whom. At least if I lie, they won’t
feel bad about themselves.

24.06.2018

I can’t seem to fall asleep. My alarm clock shows it is ten minutes to two in the
morning, yet I’m wide awake. I’ve been lying in bed for hours, staring at the
dark ceiling,  thoughts  racing through my mind. I  can’t  stop thinking about
you.

30.06.2018

I feel so lonely… I want to be with you.

13.07.2018

School has finally ended. I am exhausted. I spent the past few weeks simply
going through the motions. Earlier today, I observed my friends engaging with
each other, laughing about all sorts of things, but this invisible emotional bar-
rier kept me from joining in on the fun. They noticed I wasn’t very lively but
shrugged it off at first, continuing to laugh with each other. We were having
lunch in  the  school  cafeteria  meaning  we  only  had  three  more  hours  of
school and then we’d be out of here for a few weeks. They were all very ex-
cited,  already  planning  all  the  things  we should do together.  Danny  sug-
gested we all go spend a weekend at his lake house. Johnny, Maddison and
Rose were all on board immediately. They were practically bursting with ex-
citement. They all stared at me and wondered why I was just sitting there with
a blank expression. Truth is no matter how hard I tried nothing seem to make
me excited lately, so I just listened to their conversation without giving my in-
put. They told me I shouldn’t just sit there with such a gloomy face and to just
cheer up. They proceeded to trying to make me laugh and even though I ap-
preciated their efforts I didn’t feel like fooling around. So, only to please them,
I tried my best to appear cheerful, curving my lips into fake smiles to hide my
real emotions for the rest of the day. Needless to say, I wish you were here. I’m
sure school would have been bearable if you had been with me.

24.07.2018

I haven’t left the house in a week.

Mom told me she is starting to get worried. Dad said I look like a zombie. He
isn’t wrong though. I feel like one as well.
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My lifeless appearance speaks for itself. I look terrible. My appetite has disap-
peared. I haven’t been in touch with my friends: no interest in what is going
on around me. I think my best friend tried to call multiple times and has left
messages, but I haven’t answered to any of them.

I spend my days wrapped in blanket on the couch, watching TV without even
paying attention. Once I’m bored of the screen in front of me, I walk to my
room and take a nap. As soon as I wake up, I’ll force myself back to sleep. To
avoid real life.

It has become my escape. While I sleep, my mind goes blissfully blank and I
don’t feel pain anymore. It allows me not to have to deal with anything, to
put my life on hold. It’s like being dead but still breathing.

26.07.2018

I feel like I’m drowning in a huge black ocean, no one hearing my cries for
help and I don’t have the strength to swim back up to the surface.

29.07.2018

Earlier today, I found myself staring at the mirror once again, longing for you
to replace my pathetic reflection. I wish you would come out of the mirror,
take me into your arms, tell me everything is going to be okay whilst I cry my
eyes out. My suffering would end. You’d help me get back on my feet.

I hopelessly pray every day and night for you to come save me from my sor-
row.

04.08.2018

Does this ever get any easier? Because right now I don’t see myself getting
better any time soon. I feel helpless, lost, like I’ll never be happy again.

15.08.2018

I had that nightmare again. I dreamt it countless times when I was little but
hadn’t for years, till last night. I remember it perfectly every time:

I find myself in a cave with a person who looks exactly like me. My surround-
ings are very dark and humid and the air around me is freezing cold. I have
only taken a few steps when I notice the girl has disappeared. Panic takes
over me. I have to find her. I run in the direction I last saw her. The darkness
makes it hard to see but I don’t slow down. Where could she be? I scream. I
run, going left and then right. I look everywhere but I can’t find her. I have lost
her. I start crying and have trouble breathing. It feels like the space between
the cave’s walls is getting smaller and smaller. Desperately, l look around hop-
ing I will spot the girl somewhere, my vision starts to get blurry. I try to breathe
but I can’t fill my lungs. I scream out for the girl one more time before I black
out.
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Each time I have this nightmare, I jolt awake, panting. It has always been a
horrible nightmare but now… Now at least it makes sense. You are that girl I
lose. I never understood why I was losing myself in that cave. Well, turns out it
wasn’t me; it was you. I just thought it was myself because you looked like me.
Something in me broke when I realised, I had been dreaming of you before I
even knew of your existence. You were always present in me; I  just  didn’t
know it.

31.08.2018

My days are all the same. I wake up at lunchtime when Mom and Dad have
already left for work. If on that day I feel like eating, I’ll head downstairs to get
breakfast. Sometimes, Mike sits at the table eating lunch. He’ll ask me how I
slept, if he should keep some of the food he prepared for me to heat it up
later or something along those lines. I usually answer with very few words and
head back upstairs locking myself in my room and leaving him alone down-
stairs. Once back in my room, I either turn on some music or the TV. It’s nice to
have some background noise. From time to time, Mike will suggest something
we could do together, but I shrug him off most of the time. The rest of my day
is then spent in bed till Mom comes home from work and asks me to set the
table for dinner. At dinner our parents ask us how our day was which I let Mike
answer since he actually has something to tell them. Today he told us he went
surfing and suggested we should go together in the next few days. I answered
I’d think about it knowing very well I won’t want to get out the house in the
next  few days either.  I  don’t  want to nor actually  do anything anymore.  I
have this strange feeling like I don’t exist anymore. I’m still living but don’t feel
alive anymore.

07.09.2018

If I can’t live with you, then I don’t want to be here at all. 

13.09.2018
I want things to get better. I don’t want to suffer anymore. I’m sick of feeling
all these hurtful emotions.

30.10.2018

I’m sorry for not writing to you for so long. The last few weeks were hell. It had
come to a point where I was scared of myself. I had such dark thoughts and
came so close to doing something stupid so many times.

Mike and I were home alone for the weekend. I  had locked myself  in the
bathroom and had been crying for hours but crying soon turned to another
panic attack. This wasn’t the first time I was having one. I’ve been through this
a few times already. I couldn’t get enough air, no matter how much I tried.
My heart was pounding out of my chest, I was sweating, and I felt extremely
dizzy. My vision was just as blurry as my thoughts. I couldn’t think straight. Mike
must have heard me because he lightly knocked on the door, asking if I was
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okay. I didn’t respond. I couldn’t. I tried to speak but no words would leave
my mouth. He got worried, knocked again and tried to open the door. After
trying a few more times and got seriously worried, he went to get the extra
key and unlocked the door. The second he laid eyes on me and saw my
curled up and shaking figure, he immediately ran to me and took me in his
arms. He tried to calm me down by soothingly stroking my hair and telling me
to take in deep breaths. I gripped his shirt tightly and balled my eyes out. We
stayed like that for at least half an hour until  I  had calmed down, he then
carefully lifted my chin for me to look at him. I hadn’t noticed until I looked at
him that he had cried as well and still had tears in his eyes. It had pained him
to see his older sister in this state. His voice cracked from all the crying when
he begged me to talk to him. He told me he had seen I wasn’t doing well and
had tried so many times to make me open up but unfortunately, he never
managed to break though the walls I had built up. I realised then that I wasn’t
the only one hurting. He was suffering as well. He had felt useless seeing me in
pain but not being able to help me no matter how many times he tried.

So, on that same night, he made me a hot chocolate, we grabbed some
blankets and sat on the porch to get some fresh air. Then, I opened up. I fi -
nally voiced my thoughts to someone. I talked to him for hours. I was so shut
off for weeks and kept everything bottled up inside me that it was incredibly
relieving to finally let it all out. Mike had always been an amazing brother but
that night he was so much more. He attentively listened to everything. He as-
sured me I wasn’t crazy and that what I was feeling was completely valid. He
told me he was glad I finally told him what was going on. He had noticed my
suffering but since I never made an effort to explain anything and had kept
him out, he couldn’t possibly know what was bothering me especially not that
it was the discovery of your existence. Neither one of us wanted to be alone
tonight so we brought his blanket and pillow to my bed and fell asleep to-
gether. And for the first time in a long while, I didn’t feel lonely anymore. I had
someone with me.

06.11.2018

I went to my first therapy appointment today. 

Mike had suggested I seek professional help the morning after he heard me
out. I thought about it and agreed it would be a good idea. 

Josh was so kind to pick me up this morning and drove me there. Mike came
with us. He told me he wanted to be there for emotional support. I think he
felt guilty for not “being there for me” before. He shouldn’t though. He had
tried so much but he didn’t succeed because I shut everyone out. There is no
way he could have done anything. I feel bad for acting the way I did; he had
tried nothing but to be a good brother to me and I had rejected all signs of
help and support he was showing. Josh also showed signs of guilt. I could tell
from the way he looked at me or talked that he regretted not noticing earlier
I wasn’t doing well. But there was no possible way he could have. We don’t
live in the same house anymore and when we did see each other, I acted as
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if everything was fine. I tried to reassure them both that they had done abso-
lutely nothing wrong and told them I was grateful they were with me now. 

After a short drive to the city centre, we reached the tall building and I signed
some papers  once inside.  Both my brothers  stayed with me in the waiting
room until a young woman called my name. They both gave me a thumbs-
up and said they’d be back to pick me up in an hour. I smiled before turning
around and walking to the woman. She had a warm and welcoming smile
and small  yet  comforting eyes  which immediately  made me feel  at  ease
when she stretched out her hand for me to shake it. She introduced herself as
Dr. Keating and led me into her office. It was pretty small with very little furni-
ture but the few artworks on the wall gave it a cosy and welcoming feel. Her
desk was situated right next to the door where she picked up a notepad and
a pen. She then signalled me to take a seat on the big black leather couch
opposite a matching armchair on which she sat down. She set a glass of wa-
ter in front of me on the small coffee table between us. I thanked her before
she asked me why I wished to see a therapist. 

So, I told her about you, how I found out about you, how you’ve been stuck in
my head, the many different emotions I had felt and do still feel, etc. I didn’t
think it would be this easy to open up to a complete stranger about all of this,
but I was very happy when I noticed how comfortable she made me feel.
Sure,  it’s  her  job so she has  to  make me feel  comfortable but  something
about her made me feel like I could say anything without being judged. She
told me that all of this was normal to feel, reassured me I wasn’t crazy. By the
end of the session we had talked a lot and I already felt  a bit lighter.  We
scheduled another appointment and before I left, she told me about a sup-
port group for people who are suffering from the loss of a twin. She suggested
I try going there at least once, that it could do me some good to talk to peo-
ple who went through something similar. I accepted the card with the support
group’s information and thanked her again before walking out and back into
the waiting room where Mike and Josh were waiting for me just like they had
promised. They both hugged me and walked me out;  each with one arm
around my shoulders.

Josh drove us home and once it was just Mike and I, I thanked him. I wanted
him to know how much he had done for me. I know he felt like he didn’t do
much but if he hadn’t been there for me on that night, things wouldn’t have
turned out like this. He managed to pull me out of this huge black hole I was
in. Thanks to him I can try to get better now. I’d probably still be moping in
bed if it wasn’t for him. He was happy to hear he had managed to help and
said I should go surfing with him tomorrow to show him exactly how thankful I
am. It made me chuckle. I swear this kid always finds a way to make me do
the things he wants. He had been trying to get me to go surfing with him for
weeks and I didn’t because I was too busy doing absolutely nothing in bed.
This whole time he was just trying to get me to have fun and I completely shut
him out. Obviously, I told him I’d love to go surfing with him. 
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Now that I’m writing about it, I realise I felt a bit of hope today. Things might
be looking up after all. 

28.11.2018

I’ve been going to therapy for a few weeks now and Dr. Keating has been
helping me a lot. I haven’t been having as many panic attacks and when I
do, they don’t last as long anymore thanks to her advice. Yet, what really has
been helping  me is  the  support  group.  I  had felt  so  alone  all  this  time.  I
thought I must be the only one feeling like this, but I couldn’t have been more
wrong. We’re a little group of five plus a therapist. We’ve all lost our twin. We
all share similar pain. In the group there are three girls including myself and
two boys. We all shared our stories and struggles. One of the girls mentioned
she suffers, not just with self-identity like the rest of us do, but also from mild
gender dysphoria that she thinks might stem from losing her male twin when
they were only a bit less than a year old. The other girl mentioned she had
fallen into the bad habit of using substances that are damaging to her health
after the death of her twin a year ago. The two girls and one of the boys both
lost their other half after birth, but we still share a few of the same struggles.
The one I’ve connected with the most is the last boy who seemed to be just a
few years older than me. He mentioned he had, just like me, lost his twin in the
womb. I wasn’t the only twin survivor. It felt weirdly comforting to hear him talk
about what he had been going through. I could finally relate to someone.

I was surprised at the end of today’s meeting. He came up to me and asked
if I was free to grab a coffee. I was even more surprised when I accepted. I
hadn’t gone out in so long, but I didn’t hesitate before telling him I’d love
that.

We settled for a cute little café a few blocks away and decided to sit outside
as the weather wasn’t too bad. We had a great time and talked a lot. At first,
we asked each other questions about each other’s twins, how we imagined
our life would have been different with them and so on. He told me he was
an only child, so he always thought that was the reason for this loneliness he
was feeling but when he was a bit older his mother told him about the brother
he was supposed to have had. It made sense to him that he should have had
a twin brother. He told me he had gone to therapy when he was younger up
until about a few years ago when he moved here and decided to come to
the support group because a dear friend of his has mentioned it to him. He
wasn’t struggling with it that much anymore and instead had learnt to em-
brace his lost twin brother. I felt hopeful after hearing someone who used to
be in the same place as I am in right now got better. After talking about our
lost siblings at the café for a bit, we went for a walk and actually started to
get to know each other for who we are, lost twins aside. We found out we
both have a great fondness for art, and he suggested we go to an art mu-
seum or gallery together one day. My other friends weren’t huge art enthusi-
asts, neither had I gone to a lot of museums in my life, so I liked the sound of
that a lot.
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A few hours later, we had talked so much that we had walked all the way to
the beach as it was a pretty nice day for November. We sat down and con-
tinued talking for a bit before a silence fell between us. It wasn’t an awkward
silence at all. We were both enjoying the calming sound of the waves, looking
at the beautiful red and orange sky as the sun slowly started to set in the hori-
zon. Alex moved bit closer to me, his small eyes still steady on the horizon, so I
could feel his presence more, yet remained silent, allowing us to stay lost in
our thoughts a bit longer. His face was aglow with the last orange rays before
the sun would fully disappear. I wish you could be here with me to see him
with your own eyes. He is a sight for sore eyes. Although his jawline and most
of his other features were very sharp, his plump pink lips were curved in a soft
cute smile, just enough to show that he is enjoying the moment. A few hours
earlier his hair was still styled upward to reveal his forehead, but his blonde
strands  were now slightly  covering his  forehead,  flowing in  the breeze.  He
looked so  peaceful.  He unconsciously  made me realise  something  today.
Why did I let you become this bad, hurtful thing in my life? You wouldn’t want
me to suffer like I did. Alex had managed to embrace his lost twin. He didn’t
let that loss destroy him. But I did. I had let it eat me up completely instead of
doing something to get better.  I  realise now that you aren’t  the one that
made me suffer, I am. I’m sorry for ever blaming you. Only I have the power to
decide whether I let you be this excruciating internal pain forever or if I try to
get better; be at peace with it just like he is.

10.12.2018

You are gone, vanished. I can’t change that. No one can. And that’s okay. 

I’m sorry I tried to blame you or anyone else. No one meant for this to hap-
pen. It did, and it hurts like hell and probably always will,  but it is nobody’s
fault. 

It wasn’t your time. You weren’t ready to walk this earth. 

Or maybe Mom wasn’t ready for two new kids and you knew so you let go so
that I could go on.

If you had survived, then perhaps Mike wouldn’t have existed instead. And as
much as I’d do anything to have you in my life, I wouldn’t trade Mike for any-
thing. He deserved his spot on earth and he was meant to be in our family.
I’ve come to accept that, sadly, you weren’t.

I like to think that you’re watching over me and our family from above and
will wait until it is my time to join you. I felt very guilty for being the one that got
to live and not you so I thought a lot about death, hoping it might bring us to-
gether but, just like it wasn’t your time to come to earth, it isn’t my time yet to
leave either. I wanted to be with you so badly that I was ready to give up on
everything. I couldn’t possibly do this to my family, to my friends, to myself.
You wouldn’t want me to give up on my life. I don’t even know why I thought
that was an option, because it clearly isn’t. I blamed you for leaving me alone
all  this  time, but I  now realise that you didn’t  abandon me, and I  am not
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alone either because I am blessed to have such amazing people in my life.
You gave me your strength so that I would be strong for the both of us. So
that’s exactly what I must be.

28.12.2018

I finally hung out with my friends again today and I even introduced Alex to
them. I invited them over to my house a few days ago and told them about
what had been going on with me. They were very understanding and glad
that I was doing better. I had mentioned you to them a long time back, but
they never knew it was such a big deal for me and apologised for it. I told
them it was okay. I had always resented them and others for not understand-
ing what I was feeling. But, let’s be honest, how could they have? They never
had to go through something like this so why was I  expecting everyone to
magically understand my situation if I hadn’t even taken the time to properly
explain it to anyone. I should have been open like I am right now from the be-
ginning, if I really wanted them to fully get it. I also told them about Alex, how
he had helped me realise certain things and ended up becoming a person I
like a lot for himself and not just because we went through the same thing.
When I mentioned the museum date he took me on, they were then all very
eager to meet him. So today, I invited Alex to eat with us at the diner my
friends and I always go to. I was glad when they all seemed to like him. Later
on, they confirmed their liking towards him over text in our group chat. I’m
sure you would have loved him as well. Actually, I’m sure you would get along
with all of my friends because they are all amazing in their own way.

I wish I hadn’t shut them out for so long. I felt very happy today. I’m doing bet-
ter. I hope you’re proud of me.

12.01.2019

Alex took me to the beach last night. I had told him on the phone about ev-
erything I was feeling, what I had realised. He told me to get dressed and to
be ready in twenty minutes. I didn’t know what he meant by that, but I did as
he told. Exactly twenty minutes later, he picked me up in front of my house
and we drove to the beach. I was very confused as to what we could possi-
bly be doing at the beach so late in the night. The beach was completely de-
serted, no one was around. He took my hand in his and walked till we were
only a few meters away from the water. There, he carefully dropped my hand
and reached into his bag. He pulled out a white sky lantern and a lighter. I
was still  pretty confused at that moment, so he told me how his mom had
taken him to a park to light a sky lantern to metaphorically let go of his pain
and that he thought he could do the same for me. While I processed what he
said, he looked at me with the softest eyes I’ve ever seen and handed me
the lantern and the lighter with an adorable comforting smile. I took it in my
hands and thought that this could actually be a good idea. He helped me
hold the lantern and I lit it. I slowly raised it and let it float away. I let it and the
pain go.
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Tears  started  to  build  up,  but  they  weren’t  tears  of  sadness.  I  was  over-
whelmed but, just like it had seemed the first time we were at the beach to-
gether, I was at peace with myself. Alex hugged me from behind as he let me
silently cry. We watched the sky lantern slowly float away until it was just a tiny
dot of light in the distance. I had held onto this pain so long and I finally let it
go. Launching a lantern into the sky seemed like the perfect way to make
sure everything I had let go of before I called Alex, would stay gone. I don’t
want you to be something negative anymore. You were never supposed to
be in the first place so from now on I’ll make sure you won’t be that anymore.
I’ll embrace you and our bond.

21.02.2019

I woke up very happy today. I could immediately smell the amazing breakfast
that was waiting for me downstairs. I wasted no time and ran down the stairs
after getting dressed. I was warmly welcomed by the birthday wishes from my
family as I looked around the dining room which was, once again, beautifully
decorated. This year, Mom, Dad and Mike settled for blue and white as the
colour theme for the balloons and presents. The pink roses from last year were
replaced with snow white roses but like always, the big “Happy Birthday Kath-
leen” banner hung above the dining table. Mom urged me to sit down and
eat  her  special  chocolate  chips  pancakes  when  she  heard  my  stomach
growl in joyful anticipation.

In the evening, the guests arrived. Grandma beat everyone to it this year. She
was the first to arrive followed by Maddison and Rose. Unlike last year, I de-
cided to invite my friends as well. The two girls, Johnny, Danny and Alex were
all very excited when I told them I wanted them over to celebrate my birth-
day. Josh, Bethany and the twins arrived late. He told me it was because of
traffic but Bethany told me it was actually because Josh spent too much time
getting the twins ready that when they were supposed to leave, he hadn’t
even showered yet. Josh handed me his present telling me it would make up
for being late. Them being late hadn’t bothered me anyway, all that mat-
tered was that they were all here now, but the beautiful necklace would defi-
nitely have made up for it if it had indeed bothered me. After everyone else
handed me their presents and I had thanked them, Mom and Alex quietly left
the room and she gave Mike the usual signal that it was time for cake. Mike
dimmed the light and everyone started singing when Mom walked back in
with a beautiful white cake. The candles were reflecting in her big eyes as she
put in down in front of me. I stared at the beautiful cake in front of me, when
everyone finished the song, I took a big breath in, made a wish, and blew out
the candles. Everyone cheered and I genuinely smiled before tilting my head
up and meeting Alex’s sparkly eyes. In his hand, he held a beautiful tiny white
cupcake with a single candle on it and a lighter in the other hand. He smiled
at me and handed them to me. “Your mom and I thought you might want to
light a candle for her” he told me. This thoughtful act touched me deeply. I
took the lighter and lit the candle for you. I was staring at the dancing flame
in front of me. I had felt so cold looking at my birthday candles last year. Look-
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ing at this single flame on the little white cupcake Mom had made for you, I
felt warm, untroubled, happy and complete!

Happy Birthday, I love you.
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Vanishing Twin Syndrome

Annex

The following questions are the ones I shared on a Facebook support group
for surviving twins via a Google Forms survey. 

· When and how did you find out you were a surviving twin?
· How has  losing  your  twin  affected you?  (Ex:  imaginary  friend,  con-

stantly searching for someone, depression, feeling empty a lot, etc.)
· What do or did you do to heal? What coping mechanism did you use?
· Please check the ones that apply or have applied to you: abandon-

ment
o I fear rejection
o I always or often feel alone, even when surrounded by friends
o I have a hard time letting people get close to me

· Please check the ones that apply or have applied to you: Unstable self
o I suffer from low self esteem
o I feel like I'm pretending to be someone else and I know it's not

my authentic self
o I have strange feeling like I don't exist like I do not belong here

· Please check the ones that apply or have applied to you: damage
o I have been searching for something or someone without know-

ing what it was
o I  have  used substances  that  are  potentially  damaging to  my

health, wealth, or well-being
o I have long term problems with food and eating
o I compulsively self-harm or have before
o I have wanted to commit suicide more than once in my life
o I feel privileged simply to be alive
o I feel like I don't deserve to be alive (like it should have been me)

· Please check the ones that apply or have applied to you: reactivity of
mood

o I sometimes feel unable to cope with life
o I have a hard time trusting or getting close to new people
o I often self-sabotage
o I suffer from depression (if you suffer from another mental illness

please state below
· Please check the ones that apply or have applied to you: dissociation

o There are two different sides to my character
o I use my imagination as a coping method
o I talk to myself as if I was talking to someone else

· If you'd like to share anything else you've experienced, you can write it
here


